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Responding to the February Circle Meeting Reports 
Kate Devlin 

 
"We are living 'neath the great big dipper 

We are washed by the very same rain 
We are swimming in this stream together 

Some in power and some in pain 
We can worship this ground we walk on 
Cherishing the beings that we live beside 

Loving spirits will live forever 
We're all swimming to the other side" 

-song lyrics by Pat Humphries 
 
Our recent Grail Council meeting at Cornwall began with immersing ourselves in the 
reports that were written after the February “business” meetings of circles/groups around 
the country. The Council had asked for members to give their thoughts, their voices, and 
their words about their relationship(s) to the Grail’s 2009 Strategic Plan. We asked, and 
113 members responded. The full reports are posted on the web and I encourage you to 
take the time to read them. In reading them you get a rich cross section of what Grail 
members in the United States are working on, involved with, critical of, and dedicated to. 
We wanted to make sure that the groups know that we did hear you and what you have to 
say is shaping how we move forward. 
 
We heard: 

 “recognize what we do and connect us with resource people among our 
membership”  

 “we support Grailville and Cornwall financially and respond when asked to 
participate in decision making”  

 “our Grail circle members are the ‘candles’ that lit a thousand candles each, and now 
need our support and help in keeping the flame alive”  

 “challenges have been that there are limited resources – people and money”  
 “though they [we] live in many different places, they [we] live their individual lives 

in tune with Grail values.” 
 
We noticed: 

Members are leading incredibly active and involved lives. There is a yearning for 
communication, consultation, governance, participation and follow up. Members 
want to understand more about the financial management in relation to the 2009 
strategic plan and the movement building scenario. Some members also want more 

http://www.grail-us.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Regional-Business-Reports-2013-compilation1.pdf
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places/opportunities to meet the Grail, or wish for an animator who can travel and 
help connect members. Some members really like the town hall conference calls 
because they can connect while others do not like this type of communication. Some 
members like the publications and online discussions; some feel overwhelmed by 
the amount of information and still others feel that they should spend more time 
reading than they do.  

 
These meetings are part of an ongoing discussion to examine the health of the Grail in 
connection to the goals of the strategic plan in the areas of membership, leadership and 
finances.  Over the summer, a think tank of people who have been in leadership positions 
since 2009 will meet to work on next steps in this process. In September, circle groups will 
be asked to examine and give feedback on another piece, yet to be designed by the council 
and facilitators group. The Council meets by conference call every month and will meet at 
Grailville in October.  At the National Gathering in November, as we celebrate our time 
together, the council will hold an open space for dialogue. Then, in 2014 there will be a 
General Assembly. Throughout this same time period, there will be a Dream Quest at 
Cornwall, planning at Grailville, anniversary celebrations, new member commitments, 
elections for international and national positions, and opportunities for meeting and 
growing. 
 
It is an exciting time to be involved with the Grail; new things are beginning. It is also a very 
challenging time, because with the new, comes change and with change comes adjustment 
which is not necessarily easy or comfortable. However, as Margaret Mead said, “Never 
doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, 
it’s the only thing that ever has.” This comforting thought helps to remind us that ultimately 
this is what we are all striving for. 

 
 

Grail Elections 2013 
Mary Gindhart for the Call to Leadership Committee 

 
Grail elections time has come.  Over the course of this Spring and Summer we must seek 
nominations and conduct elections for six positions: one US International Council (IC) 
member; three International Leadership Team (ILT) members, and two US Council 
members. 
 
We are very grateful to the six women who finish their terms this year:  

 US International Council member: Marian Schwab—August 31, 2013;  
 International Leadership Team members: Carol Webb, Christa Werner, Cristina dos 

Anjos Conceicao—December 31, 2013; and 
 US Council members: Elizabeth Robinson and Mary Gindhart—December 31, 

2013. 
 
Each of these elections has its own time frame and process.   
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International Leadership in the Grail 

and Decision-making 

Numerous international teams, networks and com-

mittees work with the ILT to provide to the movement 

content and guidance on issues, programs and finances. 

Nominations for International Council Representative from the US must meet these 
qualifications, set forth in the IC Manual: 

 
A Council member must be a person with an overall knowledge and understanding 
of the Grail Entity she represents and with communal responsibility within it. She 
should also have the ability to explore the international significance of Grail 
situations and activities around the world.  
 

Because Marian Schwab’s term on the International Council ends August 31, the election of 
her successor must take place in June, which means that nominations must be completed 
by mid-May, with candidates’ biographies and pictures in the National Office by May 
28 in time for ballot distribution on June 3. 
 
The standards for Nominating candidates for the International Leadership Team require 
the US Council to approve and submit a slate of 3 candidates to the International Election 
Committee by June 15.  The candidates do not need to only be US Grail members but may 
be any International Grail member who meets the following qualifications set forth in the 
IC Manual: 
 

Qualifications for membership of the ILT are: 
1. commitment to the integrity of the basic elements of Grail vision and life; 
2. active participation in the Grail over at 
least the preceding five years; 

3. experience of some substantial 
communal responsibility within the 
Grail; 
4. capacity for team work; 
5. international experience and 
perspective; 
6. sufficient availability and health for 
effective and reliable carrying of her 
responsibilities. 
 

Finally, we have two seats to fill on our National 
Council, this year.  Because we try to bring the 
newly elected member or members of the 
National Council to the face-to-face Council 
meeting in mid-October, we need to identify 
nominees before the end of July in order that the 
election may be conducted in August.  
 
Job descriptions and qualifications for each position and the ballot for nominations will be 
attached to the National Grail News and can be found in the members’ section of the 
website of the Grail in the US: http://www.grail-us.org under Council News. 
 
Please list your nominees for all six positions on the attached form and return it to the 
National Office by May 20, 2013. 

http://www.grail-us.org/
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In Loving Memory: Mary Burns Bohlen 
 

Mary Burns met The Grail in 1944, while a student at Our 
Lady of Cincinnati College (later known as Edgecliff College 
and now a part of Xavier University). In the subsequent 
years, she was a proud and active member of the Grail, 
sharing her gifts and her family, including her late husband 
Fred Bohlen, whenever their services were needed. As her 
daughter Maureen Babbitt told the Cincinnati Enquirer, 
“Grailville was as much a part of her life as her family.” 
 
Mary Burns Bohlen died Friday, April 26, 2013, surrounded 
by family and friends. A Mass of Christian Burial was held 
Tuesday, April 30, at the Church of the Nativity of Our Lord, 
in Cincinnati. 
 

But much work and honor spanned those dates: while in college, Mary won a national 
oratorical contest and the opportunity to study at the University of Mexico.  She married 
Fred in 1947 and together they raised nine children. She was honored by Edgecliff College 
in 1973 with its Sister Mary Virginia Sullivan Award as deserving “recognition for (her) 
example as an outstanding contemporary Christian. She served as a coordinator of  
Grailville in the mid-1980s. She was recognized by the Greater Cincinnati Bicentennial 
Council in 1988 as one of “200 Greater Cincinnatians.” (The Grail’s own Renee Keels was 
another of those 200 honorees). 
 
Mary was preceded in death by her husband Fred and is survived by their children: Anne 
(Warren, deceased) Watson, Monica (David Elder), Stephen (Arthur Pinto), Elizabeth (Tom 
Kucharski), Maureen (Ed) Babbitt, Judith (John) Engle, Margaret (Kevin) Clark, Joan (Rob 
Zanger), Patrick (Julie Mitchell) and thirteen grandchildren. 
 
In 1973, Mary told the Cincinnati Post that her favorite quote at the time was from Ivan 
Illich’s The Celebration of Awareness: A Call for Institutional Revolution: “Every one of us and 
every group with which we live and work, must become the model of the era which we 
desire to create. The many models which will develop should give each one of us an 
environment in which we can celebrate our potential – and discover the way into a more 
humane world.” 
 

Remembering Mary Bohlen 
Jody Grundy 

 

I can still hear her high wonderful laugh and see her fabulous hair atop that well-wired 
head. Mary is immediately present when I think of her as she was so very present when she 
was with me, with us. A lot of  “d” words come to mind as descriptors of Mary: diva, 
dedicated, ditzy,  (self) determined, dazzling. She had that diva thing without being vain; 
she just had class and beauty and put it out there like a flower in full bloom. Her dedication 
to all she loved and the values she embodied was evident in her family and her many 
works, perhaps most especially the Grail to which she gave so much. Ditzy is how I think of 
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Carol Webb 
And I remember how totally gorgeous she was - always looking perfect and 
beautiful.  And she had lots of wonderful daughters including one who was in SAG 

when I was on staff - Maureen, I think.  
 

Carol Siemering 
I was on the first Woman's 
Task Force with her. The 
thing I always remember 

about her is how she made 
me laugh! 

Joyce Minkler 
Reading of Mary's death reminded me of a story that one of 
her daughter's told many years ago about VERY often finding 
a note from  Mary on the kitchen table that read "gone to 
Grailville."  The same daughter quipped that maybe that note 
would be there on the day Mary died. Sure hope that part of 
your spirit has "gone to Grailville," Mary, where you were 
deeply loved, worked so hard and had so much fun. 

her way of mobilizing herself, seemingly heading off in many directions and not quite sure 
where, but this was deceptive: truth is Mary always had one eye on a higher vision, a new 
idea, a greater good while juggling the mundane demands 
of the day, giving her that slightly off-kilter persona which 
masked the true visionary person beneath. She dazzled 
everyone with her smile and humor and her sparkling 
glasses and dishes as she hosted many, many gatherings, 
her home and her very self a center of gracious hospitality.  
 
And yes, she was truly self-determined, charting her complex and trailblazing identity as a 
feminist, Catholic, intellectual, visionary Grail-member-with-children. That last phrase may 
make some laugh, but it was a big deal and inspiration to some of us coming along after 
Mary to see her self-defined identity. It encouraged me and others to do the same, to each 
be our true self. And to get 100% behind what we chose with determination and thereby 
change the world as we changed ourselves. 
 
This leads to two more things I want to say to honor this great woman, a mentor and 
beloved friend, who will always be with me and us, though she has passed beyond. 
Mary and I delighted in synchronistic moments and shared a number of them, one of them 
being the mutual discovery that we were reading Till We Have Faces by C.S. Lewis, a book 
less familiar than many of his writings. It is the story of Psyche and Eros told anew and is 
told from the viewpoint of Psyche’s dark sister, an unusual angle. Through our exploration 
of this book, I learned of Mary’s deep psyche and her utter dedication to being real, 
revealing the true face of (her) soul or psyche, a personal calling for her life and she called 
others to do the same. Authentic. 
 
Her clear seeing of the real, the authentic, applied to her encounters with others and her 
sense of community, resulting not in sharpness or criticism, but in compassion and 
forgiveness. I am grateful for her life, love and lessons. All “L” words, lots of them! 
 

Meg Bruck 
What an absolutely lovely 
person Mary was!  
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Martha Heidkamp 
Mary Bohlen was a woman with many gifts, which she shared generously. With Fred, she 
raised 9 children in their large and beautiful home in Nativity Parish (Pleasant Ridge), – 
a home in which she frequently hosted Grail regional gatherings.  With Janet Kalven, 
Mary Buckley and others, Mary played an important leadership role for many years with 
the Grail Women’s Task Force (WTF).  My fondest memories of Mary are from the years 
she and I were the co-convener’s for the Cincinnati Grail.  There was seldom a day in 
which we didn’t talk on the phone with each other.  Mary lived with her daughter 
Monica’s family in Clifton for many years and moved out-of-state with them several 
years ago. 

 
As I remember Mary as friend and sister from her later years, hers was truly a Grail 
family. Actually, it’s Fred, who died about 20 years ago, whom I knew first. As a CPA with 
a prominent downtown accounting firm, Fred was an advisor to generations of Grail 
Treasurers. His service in the late 1960’s and early 70’s included the “translation” of the 
Grail resident staff’s “subsistence” (room & board) payment arrangements into terms 
that allowed us to begin participating in Social Security and the TIAA/CREF retirement 
plan. As Grailville Business Manager in the 1970’s and later as (hands-on) Treasurer, I 
would call Fred at home, perplexed by an accounting question or concerned about an 
IRS matter. Fred calmly and patiently would sort out the issue, translate our sometimes 
unorthodox financial arrangements into standard accounting terminology and lay out 
“next steps”, leaving me secure and confident that I could handle whatever was needed. 
Mary and Fred’s daughter Monica has continued the tradition. As a lawyer, she has 
served as Grail/Grailville resource person and has produced wills and other legal 
documents for countless Grail members.      

Ellen Duell 
I am so glad to have 
met Mary Bohlen, and 
to remember her 
kindness—not very 
long before she must 
have moved.  These 
are years when those 
of us who are Elders in 
the Grail will be 
experiencing the 
passing on of our Grail 
sisters—not nuns, 
indeed, but truly 
sisters.  Mary 
passed—with flying 
colors! 

Mindy Burger: 
And so the mystery is 
revealed to beautiful 
Mary...so beloved. 

 

Marian Schwab 
Mary was exactly my mother's age, 

but a generation younger in spirit.  We had 
lunch whenever I got to Cincinnati from 
Louisiana, and Mary never failed to challenge 
my thinking or get me laughing.  She was so 
quick-witted that her quips came out rapid-
fire, adding merriment to our lives. 

The day Catherine Leahy died, Mary 
was with us, having gone out to lunch in 
Clifton with Anne Mercier, Alice Dougan and 
me. Then a few days before she left 
Cincinnati with daughter Monica, she came 
to Janet Kalven’s farewell party at Chase 
Commons.  I knew when she left us that 
would be the last we would see of her. 

Mary dearly loved us all, and we 
loved her.  
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Grail National News Readership, by email 

Reading Our Way Around The Grail 
Noreen Willhelm and Cari Brehse 

We write – and publish – a lot in 

The Grail, more than 100 unique 
publications every year. 
In addition to the monthly e-
newsletters from Grailville and 
Cornwall, semi-annual printed 
newsletters from Grailville and 
periodic publication of The Dove, 
from Cornwall, the Grail each year 
produces the National Grail News at 
least 48 times a year and Gumbo, 12 
times. It takes a lot of energy and 
time to write, collect, edit, print, 
fold, mail and distribute these 
publications electronically to at 
least five different lists of readers. 

For the past year, we’ve been able 
to track readership, at least of those 
who receive their news 
electronically, and I have to say, it’s 
a little discouraging. Between March 2012 and April 2013, we sent the National Grail News 
by email to an average of 292 people a week (members, explorers, close friends of the 
Grail). It was opened, on average, by 41% of recipients – slightly less than 120 people. The 
inclusion of Gumbo on the first Friday of every month raised those numbers – by an 
average of 9 readers! 
 
We know that many people read Gumbo from our website or through the new member 
dashboard, but we’re not able at this point to track individual readers. That means that if 
you look at one issue of Gumbo online two different times, it is counted the same as if you 
are two different people. The numbers there are more promising, but less clear: there were 
an average of 334 page-views of Gumbo, between March 2012 and April 2013. If you take 
out the August 2012 and April 2013 issues, which had extraordinary readership of 990 and 
1,167 respectively, the average is 151 readers at the website. 
 

There are 93 people who have asked to receive Gumbo in hardcopy, most often by mail. (8 
have contributed to help defray the costs of publication). It’s likely those readers don’t 
click-through to Gumbo from the News, although about a third of that number receive it in 
both formats. Obviously, we don’t know whether those recipients are reading or not, nor 
can we tell whether the 35 people who receive it as PDF attachments to a separate email 
are reading. But the parts we can count are disconcerting.  

We haven’t done the same analysis of the centers’ publications, but we are concerned about 
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Lynn Peebles 

whether we are giving 
the movement the 
information it needs in 
the format most useful to 
strengthening and 
building The Grail. In the 
next few weeks, we will 
be surveying members 
about those very 
questions, but thought 
that in the meantime, 
you might find this data 
as thought-provoking as 
we have. 
 

 

The Cornwall Grail Center’s Advisory Group: 

Expanding the Circle of Community 
Lynn Peebles 

As the owner of a small yoga studio catering to body, mind and spirit, I 

had always been intrigued by what I thought of as the “women’s 

spiritual retreat” in my community, the Cornwall Grail Center. 

Construction of a labyrinth on the grounds of the Grail’s property gave 

me a chance to get involved and learn more about this unique 

institution.  Not long after, I was invited to join the Cornwall Grail’s 

Local Advisory Group, a dynamic team of women who meet monthly 

with Cornwall staff to help plan and implement Grail programs and 

activities.  

One of the great strengths of Advisory Group meetings is its diversity.  

Among us are a minister, filmmaker, cable news producer, poet, artist, 

photographer, two buildings and grounds overseers, and several small business owners.  In 

the give and take of our monthly meetings, ideas fly, stories are traded, jokes are shared, 

and our collective expertise is brought to bear on Grail activities. 

As the Cornwall Grail Center celebrates its 50th anniversary year, the Advisory Group is 

playing an increasingly active role in raising awareness of the Grail and expanding its circle 

of impact by creating informal partnerships with a diverse array of people, organizations, 

and businesses like mine in the community. Many of these informal collaborations are 

made possible by leveraging the connections of the members of the Advisory Group. 
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Photos by Sharon Thomson  

Other Cornwall Advisory group members from l to r:Rita Ponessa,  
Nancy Peckenham, Barbara DeFina, Mary Ann Neuman.  

Indeed, the Cornwall Grail plays a vital, if 

not always well-understood role in our 

community, as the steward of 46 acres of 

environmentally sensitive and scenic fields 

and woodland property. Nestled in the lee 

of Storm King Mountain and the Hudson 

River, the Cornwall Grail preserves open 

space and offers a quiet place for reflection 

in nature.   

At a personal level, being among the 

people and the landscape of the Cornwall 

Grail is a solace for the soul.  As a business 

leader in Cornwall, it has been gratifying to 

witness the Grail’s role in creating new 

pathways for dialogue and cooperation in 

our community.  

 

San Jose Grail Family Services 
Rosa Maria Ruiz 

 
Dear Friends,  

I would like to share with all of you some exciting news about 
our small and life-changing center.  

Before I do that, I want to take a moment to thank each and 
every one of you that so kindly had contributed to make this 
possible. Since the end of the construction phase in 1999, we 
at the  center have  dedicated ourselves to providing high 
quality programs for an under-served population of 
immigrants that live in the neighborhood around the Grail 

center. Hundreds of children and their families have benefited from our partnership with 
three of the surrounding elementary schools, the San Jose libraries, the county of Santa 
Clara, and many other corporations and individuals.  

One of the important services we provide for these families is chance to better their English 
and Math skills, which in turn, increases the chances of future success in their lives. Our 
center has been recognized locally and at the state and national levels for the quality of the 
programs and dedication of the staff. Recently Stanford University, through Dr. Anne 
Fernald, Ph.D, Director of the Center for Infant Studies, approached the Grail Family Center 
about a potential partnership.  
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In January we officially started a three-year, collaborative project called Habla Conmigo!/ 
Talk to Me!, which is generously supported by a grant from W. K. Kellogg Foundation. The 
goal of this project is to meet the needs of parents with young children, for whom 
enhancing oral language and early-literacy related skills is an urgent priority.  

Another program of ours provides reading mentors for children from kindergarten to 
second grade. Last year, the children who were mentored scored 14% higher than their 
peers who did not received the reading mentoring. As you can see, these early 
interventions make a big difference in the 
lives of these children and their parents, who 
have an active role in the implementation of 
these programs.  

Fellow Grail member Duanne Welsch 
remains on the board of GFS, and I volunteer 
whenever possible. Currently, I am helping 
to recruit families with 18-month-old babies 
for the Talk to Me! project.  

Thank you for your time and many blessings 
to you all. To learn more about the many 
programs and activities offered at the center, 
please visit www.gfsfamilyservices.org.  
 

 

 

Mindy Burger: Headed to Tanzania 

Mindy Burger, Grail member and teacher at Nativity School in 
Cincinnati for more than 17 years, will be traveling to St. Teresa 
School for Girls in Tanzania in July and August, along with her 
husband, Denny. Below is a slightly edited version of an article she 
wrote for the Nativity school newsletter.  

I’m very excited to share the good news that I’ll be traveling to Tanzania this summer, 
having received a fellowship from an amazing organization called The Fund for Teachers, 
(http://www.fundforteachers.org).  Believing that teachers know best how they can make 
a better impact in their classroom, Fund for Teachers awards fellowships for self-designed 
professional growth to PreK-12 teachers who recognize the value of inquiry, the power of 
knowledge, and their ability to make a difference. 

Some Background... 

As most of you know, several years ago I started a group at Nativity which is affiliated with 
the United Nations called Girl Up (http://www.girlup.org). We meet every Tuesday after 
school and make crafts. Then, we sell what we make and use what we earn to support girls’ 

Donations can be made directly to SJGFS. To find out more information 
about giving go  http://www.gfsfamilyservices.org/Donate.html 

http://www.gfsfamilyservices.org/
http://www.fundforteachers.org/
http://www.girlup.org/
http://www.gfsfamilyservices.org/Donate.html
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education in developing countries. This year we also sponsored the “girls night out” 
showing of Brave here at school  and the screening of a very important film, Girl Rising, 
(http://girlrising.com) at the Kenwood Theatre.  Along the way the girls have honed their 
own leadership skills, learned more about the challenges that face girls in developing 
countries, become better friends and raised almost $4,000.  

One of the schools we have contributed to is St. Teresa School outside of Moshi, near Mount 
Kilimanjaro, in Tanzania. St. Teresa’s was started and is run by the Grail, http://www.grail-
us.org, an organization I have been involved with for over 40 years. The good women of the 
Grail helped form my beliefs about spirituality, social justice and education. Quite simply, 
they changed the course of my life. 

My fellowship from The Fund for Teachers will allow me to combine many of my passions... 
education and girls’ leadership, art, the transformative power of travel and the beauty of 
the natural world by allowing me to travel to Saint Teresa’s in person this summer!  Here’s 
an excerpt from my proposal/plans: 

“Through this proposed exploration of education in Tanzania, I hope to: 

1. Learn more about the challenges that face educators and students in developing 
countries first hand and explore ways in which we can work together.  

2. Use what I learn to educate, motivate and support students in my Girl Up group. 

3. Discover ways our school and local community can initiate meaningful exchange 
of ideas, people, and resources. 

4. Acquaint myself with the cultural and natural riches of the region. 

5. Integrate what I learn into my teaching practice and curriculum in the visual arts.” 

I’ll be sharing more about my trip this summer through a blog and updates on Nativity’s 
(and The Grail’s) Facebook and web pages as well as a photo essay, IMac books for the 
library and several presentations in the fall.   

 

We Have Theirs, But We Are Missing Yours! 
As you know, the Membership Development and Enrichment team is compiling members’ 
biographies to create a Grail directory.  We have already received several biographies, but 
we want more! Thank you to all the members that have already sent theirs in. 

For those of you who have not sent your biography in, don’t worry, you still have time. 
Not sure what to include in your biography? Fear not! Below are two examples of 
biographies sent in by Judith Blackburn and Nancy Richardson.  

Make sure that your biography is about 350 words and you attach a photo. Please send 
biographies and pictures to the National Office at office@grail-us.org or by mail to 932 
O’Bannonville Road, Loveland, Ohio 45140. We can’t wait to read yours!  
 

Judith Blackburn: “I joined the Grail in 1986 after accepting an invitation from Helen 
Davis to attend an event put on by the Women Task Force (WTF): interpreting the 

http://girlrising.com/
http://www.grail-us.org/
http://www.grail-us.org/
mailto:office@grail-us.org
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Bible from a feminist perspective. Soon afterwards I was invited to help plan other 
WTF programs, which eventually led to my becoming a Grail member. 

At the time I joined I was active in the Episcopal Church, although my background is 
Methodist. I was also active in IMAGO, a grassroots ecological group headquartered in 
Cincinnati. Through these associations I became interested 
in Native American traditions, social justice issues, and 
mysticism—and then in consciousness studies and integral 
theology. Grail programming and friendships greatly 
influenced the way I taught my university writing classes 
and on my research efforts. In 1992, I published Building 
the Beloved Community: Maurice McCrackin’s Life for 
Peace and Civil Rights, co-authored with Robert 
Coughlin—the inspiring story of Cincinnati’s kindest and 
most inspiring social activist, now deceased. 

My deepest experiences in the Grail grew out of helping plan WTF programming, 
especially the inner city, interracial organization known as The Women’s Institute on 
Religion and Society. In 1999 and 2000, the WTF received a grant to plan two Ohio 
Women’s Leadership Conferences addressing “welfare reform,” for which we 
commissioned an economic study to illustrate that a single woman with children could 
not survive on the minimum wage. It was a sad day for me when the task force folded, 
which I help mark in a kind of closing commemorative ritual. 

Since then, a good bit of my Grail volunteer time has been in administration, with the 
Connections Team, the Membership Team, and the Grail Council. After 40 years in 
Cincinnati, where I raised my family and retired as a full Professor of English at 
Northern Kentucky University, I moved to Longmont, Colorado, in 2008. In 2011, 
inspired by Grail friends in New York, I became active in opposing wholesale hydraulic 
fracturing for shale oil and gas in my new home state, a work I consider to be Grail 
work even though I’m doing it solo (but in conjunction with other colleagues, far away 
from a Grail center or group).” 

 

Nancy Richardson: “My introduction to the Grail was through a catalog from the 
Grailville Art and Bookstore. Soon after I arrived at Oberlin 
College in the fall of 1970 to serve as Associate Chaplain and 
Director of the YM-YWCA, the catalog appeared on my desk, 
addressed to my predecessor in that position. I was intrigued 
and decided to visit Grailville. In the following two years, I 
learned more about the Grail through anti-racism work I did 
at Oberlin with Sally Timmel and Anne Hope, and visited 
Grailville several times. Many aspects of the Grail converged 
to “hook” me: the work the Grail was doing in alternative 
education (SAG and later SQAG); the “women power” that was 

clear in the history and contemporary life of the Grail; the prayer gatherings, led by 
women, in the Oratory; and the music……the voices that took my breath away! My first 
work at Grailville was, I think, helping to paint the doors of the Oratory one summer; 
then I helped develop SQAG and worked with the sexuality task force and with liturgy 
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planning. In 1972, I moved to Boston and soon became involved with the Boston Grail 
which continues to be an important part of my life. My professional background is in 
campus ministry, community organizing and theological education, and in all those 
settings, my work has focused on social justice, feminist pedagogy, and anti-racism 
work. I retired from Harvard Divinity School in 2005 and since then have been doing 
anti-racism and organizational development consulting, church and community 
volunteer work, and photography.”  

 

Grail Birthdays: May & June 
Make a call, drop a note or send an email to one of your sisters on her special day. 
 MAY 
2 Gloria Boudreaux 
5 Alice Gallagher 
5 Cecilia Figueroa 
6 Vivian Corres 
6 Simonetta Romano 
7 Grace Heising 
8 Carol Leopold 
9 Marguerite Coyle 
9 Joy Garland 
9 Lillian Anglada  
11 Quanita Munday 
12 Elena Ruiz 
17 Dode Shepherd 
17 Ruth Chisholm 
17 Priscilla Mechana 
17 Peggy Goederer 
19 Marie Mohr-Grandstaff 
13 Fran Frazier 
20 Karen O'Brien 
21 Janet Kalven 

13 Kristine Azzarello 
23 Magda Durante 
27 Nicole Westrick 
28 Ieva Zadina 
28 Monica Maher 
30 Diana Hayes 
30 Sharon Thomson 
JUNE 
1 Marian Schwab 
3 Carol White 
5 Brigitte Cicero 
6 Ana Flora Anderson 
8 Carol McDonnell 
11 Claudia Gras 
12 Judith Blackburn 
20 Shirley Beaupre 
21 Pat Bradley 
21 Brigid Hill 
24 Theresa Czerwinski 
29 Marie Russell 
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Grail Member Giving, January 1-April 30, 2013 

119 Grail members have contributed $94,688.18 thus far this year. Thanks! 

53% of Active members 
43% of Emerita members 

Giving by Fund: 
Bronx Programs     $1,315.00 
Cornwall General Fund    $3,423.50 
Grailville General Fund  $23,801.00 
National General Fund  $55,539.34 
Special Projects   $11,924.34 

 

Helen Adler 
Julia Almaguer 
Judy Alves 
Donna Ambrogi 
Ana Flora Anderson 
Mary Lou Armas 
Joyce Asfour 
Carol Barton 
Wendy Bayer 
Shirley Beaupre 
Marcia Bedard 
Judith Blackburn 
Gloria Boudreaux 
Margaret Bruck 
Harlene Bryenton 
Mindy  Burger 
Mary Ellen Camele 
Penny Carr 
Teresa Carter 
Pamela Cobey 
Barbara Coleman 
Nancy Cooney 
Deirdre Cornell 
Vivian Corres 
Mary Therese Coyle 
Marguerite Coyle 
Theresa C.  
     Czerwinski 
Ann Marie Czyzewski 
Theresa Dardar 
Helen Davis 
Maria De Groot 
 

Judith Defour- 
     Howard 
Dora Estela Mena 
     Delancey 
Virginia Deters 
Patricia Dolan 
Gloria Duday 
Monica Erler 
Mary Farrell 
Cecilia Figueroa 
Eva Fleischner 
Joy France 
Frances Frazier 
Ruth Gallant 
Joy Garland 
Barbara Gibbons 
Roberta Gill 
Mary Gindhart 
Jody Grundy 
Terri Guest 
Una Mae Hargrave 
Frances Hebert 
Martha Heidkamp 
Ann Heidkamp 
Elizabeth Heidler 
Dawn Helfand 
Rebecca Kremer Hill 
Anne Hurley 
Kay King Jakob 
Lucy Jones 
Alexa Kane 
Renee Keels 
Alice Kelly 

Linda Kolts 
Kay (Marina) 
     Kryvanick 
Maureen Laflin 
Viola Lafosse 
Debra Lambo 
Angie Loecke 
Mary Kay Louchart 
Marian Lucas 
Gail Malley 
Mary Ann McCarthy 
Carol McDonnell 
Frances McLaughlin 
Anne Mercier 
Marie Mohr- 
     Grandstaff 
Mary Ann Neuman 
Carol Nosko 
Karen O'Brien 
Shellie Owens 
Rita Ponessa 
Dorothy Rasenberger 
Nancy Richardson 
Maclovia Rodriguez 
Loretta Rokey 
Marian Ronan 
Elizabeth Rose 
Beth Rosen 
Rosa Ruiz 
Theresa Sapunar 
Lenie Schaareman 
Elizabeth Schickel- 
     Robinson 

Audrey Schomer 
Marian Schwab 
Carol Siemering 
Bernice Belair 
     Sisson 
Angele Coyle 
     Smith 
Patricia St. Onge 
Ann Steffy 
Deborah Sullivan 
Marie Sutter- 
     Sinden 
Rose Taul 
Maria-Emilia 
     Thomas 
Emily Thomas 
Stephana (Mary  
     Ann) Tikalsky 
Nancy Traer 
Barbara B. Troxell 
Kate Twohy 
Ruth Vargas 
Jan Weinkam 
Duanne Welsch 
Nicole Westrick 
Francine Wickes 
Jay Williams 
Jean Wilson 
Sharon Wood 
Claudia Yamasue 
Patricia Young 
Ieva Zadina 
 


